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ABSTRACT The ongoing technological developments in mobile agricultural machines (MAMs) for 
better control, efficiency, and performance demand better information processing capabilities at the 
user interface. When a technology-centered approach is used to design information displays, the 
quantity and quality of information presented to the user often exceeds the capability of the human 
operator for processing and using that information. This scenario causes excessive mental 
workload and reduces the situation awareness (SA) of the operator. This degraded SA of the 
operator can further degrade the performance of the MAM and compromise the safety of the 
operator. Using the goal directed task analysis (GDTA) approach, information needs of the operator 
can be better understood and information displays can be designed to better support the SA needs 
of the operator. This paper describes the detailed systematic GDTA of the tractor air seeder driving 
simulator (TAS-DS) system in the Agricultural Ergonomics Laboratory at the University of Manitoba 
to determine the information needs of the operator. Based on the information needs of the operator, 
a new display was conceptually designed to better support the SA needs of the operator. This 
newly designed display has yet to be evaluated to determine any SA and performance related 
benefits in comparison to the existing display.  
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INTRODUCTION Complexities of agricultural machines are increasing both in construction as 
well as in operation. Because of the significant technological advances, mobile agricultural 
machines (MAM’s) now work as a ‘super-system’ which consists of a human operator in a team 
with several other mechatronic systems. The human operator interacts, monitors and controls the 
input from several systems, sensors and auxiliary equipment to operate the MAM. Due to the lack 
of a ‘user-centered-approach’ (Endsley et al. 2003) during system design, information projected to 
the operator in a dynamic and stressful environment exceeds the human capabilities of processing 
and using the information. This overwhelming information may degrade the situation awareness 
(SA) of the operator. And this degraded SA can reduce the productivity of the operation and 
compromise safety.  

Several problems in the aviation domain were observed due to the lack of proper SA or information 
needs of the pilots. About  76.3 % of SA errors in pilots were related to the “failure to correctly 
perceive information” (level 1 SA), and 20.3 % SA errors were related to the “failure to comprehend 
the situation” ( level 2 SA) where as 3.4 % SA errors were related to “failure to project situation into 
the future” (level 3 SA) (Jones and Endsley 1996). Good SA of the environment is crucial for better 
performance. 

The objective of the current study is to design the information display for the tractor air seeder 
driving simulator (TAS-DS), located in the Agricultural Ergonomics Laboratory at the University of 
Manitoba, for the improvement of the SA of the operator. In order to design information displays to 
improve the SA of the TAS-DS operator, the concept of SA needed to be understood. Situation 
awareness (SA) can be understood in three levels: perception, comprehension and projection 
(Endsley et al. 2003). Level 1 SA is the perception (or reception) of the elements from the 
environment through the usage of various senses (i.e., auditory, visual, taste, smell).This can be 
verbal or non-verbal. Level 2 (comprehension level) SA is the interpretation/understanding of what 
is perceived in level 1. Level 3 (projection level) SA is to look into the near future based on level 1 
and level 2 SA.  

There are several other processes involved in formation of situation awareness: perception, 
attention, working memory, mental model, schema and scripts (Endsley et al. 2003). A person 
cannot process large amounts of information (or input from several sources of information 
simultaneously).This perceiving (receiving) of the information is limited by one’s attention. For 
example if we get lost while driving we may turn off our radio to focus our attention to get some clue 
of our location. It is difficult to focus our attention on several sources simultaneously. Another 
bottleneck in achieving SA is the working memory of a person. If you are talking on the phone and 
the person on the other side gives you two or three phone numbers to remember (without writing it 
down on the paper), there are chances that you may recall one phone number after the 
conversation. It would be difficult to recall all three phone numbers after the conversation. Mental 
models, schema and scripts are the complex building blocks in the formation of situation 
awareness. According to Rouse and Morris (1986), “Mental models are the mechanisms whereby 
humans are able to generate descriptions of system purpose and form, explanations of system 
functioning and observed system states, and predictions of future system states.”  In other words, 
“Why a system exists”, “How a system works”, “What a system is doing” and “What a system looks 
like” are the questions that the mental model addresses (Rouse and Morris 1986). Information 
presented in-tune with the existing mental model of a person may tax less on cognitive resources, 
and may enhance SA and reduce human errors. Several human errors and major accidents occur 
when systems do not behave or were not designed with the existing (or expected) mental model of 
a person. A specific example was described by Casey (1983) who demonstrated the dangerous 
experience of a fighter plane pilot during World War II when he flew the new P-47 Thunderbolt 
plane in which instrumental panels were different than the previous planes used by the pilot.  
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Schema is the complex structure that plays an important role in the attainment of quick and 
effective SA of a person. “These schemata or prototypical patterns are retained in the memory. 
People use a process called pattern matching to link the cues taken in from the current situation on 
schemata to pick the best match from those available” (Endsley et al. 2003). Due to these pre-
existing patterns in memory, people can perceive and comprehend the situation quickly. For 
example, an experienced person usually outperforms a novice because of the well-developed 
mental models and schema to tackle any situation in that particular environment inspite of the 
presence of large amount of data, stress or complexity. Scripts are the mechanisms which trigger 
sequence of actions associated with schema (Endsley et al. 2003).For example, a surgeon has a 
well-developed script for performing heart surgery; that means (s)he does not require stressing  
cognitive faculties to figure out the next step during the surgery. 

However, there are some other elements that, if ignored, can negatively affect the SA of a person. 
These elements are described by Endsley et al. (2003) as Attentional Tunneling, Requite Memory 
Trap, Workload, Anxiety, Fatigue, and other Stressors (WAFOS), Data Overload, Misplaced 
Salience, Complexity Creep, Errant Mental Models and Out-of-the-loop Syndrome. 

To get rich understanding of one’s surroundings, people need to share their attention among 
different sources of information. While driving a car it is essential to watch the traffic ahead, watch 
the mirrors (side and rear), perform frequent shoulder checks, or watch in-cab displays (i.e., the 
speed gauge or radio panel). Pilots need to constantly scan several sources of data, collecting 
information from several instrument panels. At times a person’s attention may be focused on only 
one specific aspect of the environment and the remaining elements of the environment are ignored 
(intentionally or unintentionally).This narrowing or focusing of attention on certain aspects of the 
environment is described as ‘attentional tunnelling’ which severely affects the SA of the ignored 
part the system (Baddeley 1972; Endsley et al. 2003). 

Working memory or short term memory is limited (Endsley et al. 2003; Miller 1956). To achieve 
good SA, the environment must be constantly scanned. Information obtained from one source may 
be needed at another point in time to assist the decision making process. Due to the limitation of 
working memory, information may not stay indefinitely but fade quickly (Baddeley 1986). This non-
availability of information can negatively affect the SA and may cause fatal human errors. A major 
aircraft accident (runway collision ) occurred at Los Angeles International Airport in 1991 when  an 
air traffic controller forgot an aircraft had been moved to a runway and assigned another to land on 
the same runway (Endsley et al. 2003). 

When data are presented in quantities which exceed the human ability to process and comprehend 
it, these data hinder the achievement of good SA (Endsley et al. 2003).Instead if these data are 
presented in the form of graphs or trends (or in other similar visual form) SA can be enhanced and 
stress on working memory reduced (DeSanctis, 1984; Endsley et al. 2003; Tullis 1981). Signs or 
objects which are made salient by certain characteristics (like colors, shapes, flashing) can tax less 
on cognitive resources (Christ 1975; Cummings 2005; Yuditsky et al. 2002). Complexity is another 
enemy of SA (Horrey 2011; Liu 2001). If a device, panel or display contains too many options , 
features or complexity, it would be difficult for a person to perceive required information (level 1 SA) 
and comprehend that information (level 2 SA) to project into the future situation (level 3 SA) 
(Endsley et al. 2003). Several types of problems and fatalities are associated with the pilots of 
automatic flight management systems due to inadequate understanding of how the system worked 
(Endsley et al. 2003; Fennell 2006 ; Lenorowitz 1988; Young et al. 2007;). Furthermore the displays 
which offer seamless shift between ‘goal driven’ (or ‘top down’) processes to ‘data drive’ (or ‘bottom 
up’) processes provide best support to the SA of a person (Endsley et al. 2003). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS This study will be completed in the lab environment using a 
tractor-air seeder driving simulator (TAS-DS) system. The layout of the setup is shown in the Figure 
1. 

 
 
 
 
 
This system consists of a tractor cabin with side-mounted mirrors. Inside the tractor cab, an 
information display unit is installed in front of the operator (Figure 2). A visual scene of the 
agricultural field and surroundings also projected on a wall-screen placed in front of the tractor cab 
to create the virtual reality of farming operation. 

Figure 1.Schematic of the experiment setup in the lab environment consisting of 
Tractor-Air Seeder Driving Simulator (TAS-DS). 
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Figure 2. Existing Information Display of Tractor Air Seeder Driving Simulator System. Item 
1 represents the forward travelling of tractor (green stripe) in the field and item 2 shows the 
forward speed of tractor along with its acceptable range. Items 3 to 8 are related to the air 
seeder system. Item 3 shows the filling status of air seeder tank, items 4 and 5 show the 
seed and fertilizer application rate along with their acceptable range. Item 6 and 7 represents 
fan RPM and tool pressure of the air seeder system along with their acceptable range. Item 8 
represents the blocking status of the air seeder units. 
Information regarding amount of seed or fertilizer in the air seeder tank, seed application rate, 
fertilizer application rate, tractor forward speed, fan RPM, tool pressure, blocked units, seed 
spillage, plugging’s during the working of the TAS-DS will be displayed (Figure 2) on the 
information display mounted inside the tractor cab (mentioned as cab monitor in Figure 1). On the 
right-hand side of the operator, a control panel is installed (Figure 3; also see ‘Control Panel’ in 
Figure 1).  
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Figure 3. Control panel installed inside the tractor cab on right hand side of the operator. 
This panel contained levers to control both tractor and air seeder parameters like air seeder tank 
fill, seed application rate, fertilizer application rate, tractor forward speed, fan RPM, tool pressure 
and blocked units (as shown on the information display).  

Goal directed task analysis of tractor air seeder driving simulator system In order to 
improve the SA of the TAS-DS system’s operator, the major goals, the decisions needed to 
accomplish these goals, and the information needed to support these decisions must be 
understood thoroughly (Endsley et al. 2003). Using the goal directed task analysis (GDTA) 
approach (Endsley et al. 2003), the major goals of the TAS-DS operator can be considered as 
‘monitor and control’ of tractor and ‘monitor and control’ of the air seeder (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4. Goal-directed task analysis of Tractor Air-Seeder Driving Simulator. 
Monitoring of the tractor involves the monitoring of the direction (guidance) and speed. For TAS-
DS, direction (guidance) information is obtained from either directly looking on the projected images 
of the virtual surrounding or by watching the guidance bar (if used). Guidance information can also 
be obtained from the information display placed in front of the operator inside the tractor cab which 
shows the travelling path of the tractor. For this analysis we focused on the information display as 
the main source of tractor guidance information. Controlling the direction (guidance) is 
accomplished using the steering wheel in the TAS-DS system. The second sub-goal related to 
tractor operation is to monitor and control the forward speed of the tractor. Speed monitoring 
information is obtained from the information display and control of the speed is done by using a 
throttle lever installed on the cab console (Figure 3).  
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Monitoring of the air seeder involves monitoring of ‘air seeder tank status’, ‘seed application rate’, 
‘fertilizer application rate’, ‘fan RPM’, ‘tool pressure’, ‘ blocked units’, ‘plugging’s’, ‘tool depth’ and 
‘seed spillage’. Information regarding all of these parameters can be obtained from a front-mounted 
information display alone, by using side-mounted mirrors, or by directly viewing the simulated air 
seeder in combination with the front-mounted information display. Controlling these parameters is 
done with the control panel installed in the TAS-DS cab. 

Critical analysis of existing display in supporting SA requirements Using the GDTA 
approach, the goals of the operator were broadly categorized into two major types: 1) ‘monitor and 
control’ of tractor and 2) ‘monitor and control’ of air seeder. For good SA of the operator, 
information related to the similar goals should be ‘co-located’ (principle 1in Endsley et al. 2003). In 
Figure 2, items labelled 1 and 2 are related to the tractor operation, and they are not organized 
around each other. Instead item 2 is grouped among the air seeder related parameters. Referring 
to the item 1 in Figure 2, this information provides a general sense of the direction of the tractor and 
its deviation from a straight line. However, this information is not explicit enough to comprehend the 
exact deviation from the required path (i.e., no assistance is provided to achieve level 3 SA which is 
projection into near future). In item 2 (Figure 2), information about the tractor speed is always 
displayed but it does not directly aid comprehension of the situation. The operator needs to 
process/estimate risk regarding the prescribed speed limits. Similarly for items 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, 
direct comprehension support (level 2 SA) and projection support (level 3 SA) are not provided 
which are quite important for enhancing SA of the operator (Endsley et al. 2003). Referring to item 
8, several smaller units are provided to indicate the blockage. In order to reduce the display density 
of the screen (principle 22 in Endsley et al. 2003) only one single unit can be provided to show the 
blockage in TAS-DS. After the detection of the blockage a secondary screen could open to indicate 
the exact location of the blockage.   

Conceptual interface design for TAS-DS For the purpose of improvement in the SA of the 
operator of TAS-DS, the entire information display was re-designed. In Figure 5, referring to 
‘Steering Angle’ section, direction of travel of the tractor with respect to the ideal straight path is 
shown which continuously makes the operator aware of his/her direction of travel and also how 
much he/she is deviating from the desired path of travel. 
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Figure 5. Proposed new interface design for TAS-DS. ‘Steering Angle’ section represents the 
forward direction of travel of the tractor as well as relative position of the tractor inside the 
field. Speed section shows the forward travelling speed of the tractor and its visual 
presentation on an elliptical bar indicating the acceptable speed ranges by red markings. 
Fan RPM section represents the RPM of the air seeder fan. Fertilizer application rate and 
seed application rate are shown in their respective sections, red lines are showing the  
minimum and maximum acceptable values whereas current readings are mentioned below 
in black rectangular area (80 kg/ha for fertilizer application rate and 7.5 ka/ha for seed 
application rate). Tool depth is represented by a moving arrow inside a column, 6 and 10 cm 
are the minimum and maximum acceptable values marked with the extended lines. Tool 
pressure is represented on the elliptical bar with a moving oval shape. Color of the oval will 
change from blue to yellow and then red depending upon the criticalness of the situation. 
Air seeder tank status represents the fill status of the tank in percentage. Blockage, seed 
spillage and plugging’s color will change from green to red if there will be any indication of 
any blockage, seed spillage or plugging’s in the air seeder system. 
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This visual presentation of direction/deviation helps the operator to comprehend the direction of 
travel explicitly (level 2 SA) and to assist with near future actions (level 3 SA). If deviation is more 
than a certain critical value (i.e., greater than ± 5° but less than ± 10 °) color of the directional arrow 
will change from grey to yellow to make it salient to capture the operator’s attention (principle 6 in 
Endsley et al. 2003). If deviation becomes more critical (i.e., greater than ± 15°), the arrow color will 
change to red to give an indication to the operator about the riskier situation. General judgement 
about the area covered by the tractor can be overviewed by looking on the current position of 
tractor inside the field which helps the operator to maintain ‘global situation awareness’ (principle 4 
in Endsley et al. 2003). 

For the speed display, an indication of the prescribed speed limit (5 to 10 km/h) is marked on the 
elliptical bar with red color. As the tractor moves, its current speed is displayed in the bottom box 
(currently showing 7.5 km/h) making the operator continuously aware of current speed. In addition, 
its visual presentation in the form of a grey dot with blue outline which continuously move in the 
direction of the variation of speed will facilitate the operator in comprehending the end limits. This 
visual presentation also assists the operator in completing the next course of action (principle 3 and 
6 in Endsley et al. 2003). For example If tractor speed approaches 10 km/h, the blue mark will 
move towards 10 and also change its outline color to yellow giving operator yellow alert to reduce 
its speed. Blockage, seed spillage and plugging parameters are shown in green color. During the 
working of the TAS-DS system if blockage, seed spillage or plugging will occur, color of the 
respective symbol will change to red to capture the attention of the operator.  

CONCLUSION In the study limitations of the existing display of TAS-DS system from SA point of 
view have been identified. The existing display provided significant information regarding the 
various parameters of the TAS-DS system, however organization and demonstration of this 
information did not enhance the level of SA of the TAS-DS operator - particularly level 2 
(comprehension) and level 3 (projection) SA. A new information display has been designed to 
improve the SA of the operator to finally enhance the overall performance of the operation. The 
proposed display has not yet been evaluated. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK In order to evaluate information displays, three 
scenarios will be used: manual control of the TAS-DS, action automation of the TAS-DS without 
feedback and action automation of the TAS-DS with feedback. The experimental session will 
consist of an initial period of manual control of the TAS-DS, followed by a period of automation 
engagement (either with or without feedback) and finally a period of automation disengagement 
with feedback. Level of understanding will be assessed using the metric of SA during each of the 
three periods. To improve the degree of confidence in the results, two SA techniques will be used 
to enable comparison of the results: SART (situational awareness rating technique) (Endsley et al. 
2003) and eye-tracking (a physiological technique suitable to driving tasks that can be measured by 
using faceLAB system available in the Agricultural Ergonomics Lab). 
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